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Building on existing project work

with Oracle, our client engaged PwC

to deliver a successful go-live of

Oracle Hyperion Financial

Management (HFM) for Group

Statutory and Management reporting

within four months.

Benefits of using PwC:

The implementation of HFM has

improved control and reduced risk

throughout the consolidation process

and having used the application for

the first time to complete its year

end, our client has reduced the effort

required to complete the

consolidation and reporting process

both within the subsidiaries and at

the centre. The Group Finance team

has achieved its objective of

improved visibility and flexible,

timely analysis of subsidiary

numbers, as well as the

comprehensive automation of diverse

data feeds to eliminate error. PwC’s

experience of HFM projects has also

ensured high levels of skill transfer to

the Group Finance team as well as

business user engagement and

empowerment.
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“PwC rapidly got to grips with our

business processes and the

complexities of our very specific

reporting structures – this

understanding enabled them to hit

the ground running.”

Group Consolidation Analyst

Business background

Our client is the UK’s leading

integrated business services group.

With a workforce of nearly 10,000

staff, they have established a leading

position in the social housing,

environmental, public sector and

compliance markets. From caring for

public sector buildings and the

surrounding environment, through

to helping clients manage risks

through its compliance business, our

client provides a full range of services

that provide better homes, safer

houses and well managed

neighbourhoods for everyone to

enjoy.

Strategic move to eliminate
manual data feeds drives
consistency and reduces risk

With 30 subsidiaries, the Finance

team wanted to address the

increasingly difficult task of

managing the consolidation of

financial and management data from

its subsidiary companies, submitted

using a range of accounting systems.

Their Finance Director had

successfully dep

a previous role and initially engaged

Oracle to design their consolidation

system. With the basic framework of

the application in place, our client

decided that it required the support

of a consulting partner to achieve its

aggressive

PwC was recommended as a partner

with a track record of rapid, quality

delivery that would combine proven

implementation methodologies,

project management and deep

technical understanding of Oracle

HFM.

“PwC immediately asked the right

questions. This intervention enabled

us to focus on our strategic objectives

and apply unique business logic to

create an intelligent, flexible

consolidation and reporting

application. PwC helped us to

efficiently achieve a very successful

go live within a v

timeframe.”

Group Consolidation Analyst.

Speed of project initiation to
deliver on time and on budget

Working to the aggressive go

deadline, our client and PwC teams

began working together to maximise

the functionality of the system,

deploy the correct levels of security

and automate data feeds.
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Their Finance Director had

successfully deployed Oracle HFM in

a previous role and initially engaged

Oracle to design their consolidation

system. With the basic framework of

the application in place, our client

decided that it required the support

of a consulting partner to achieve its

aggressive go-live target.

PwC was recommended as a partner

with a track record of rapid, quality

delivery that would combine proven

implementation methodologies,

project management and deep

technical understanding of Oracle

“PwC immediately asked the right

estions. This intervention enabled

us to focus on our strategic objectives

and apply unique business logic to

create an intelligent, flexible

consolidation and reporting

application. PwC helped us to

efficiently achieve a very successful

go live within a very short

timeframe.”

Group Consolidation Analyst.

Speed of project initiation to
deliver on time and on budget

Working to the aggressive go-live

deadline, our client and PwC teams

began working together to maximise

the functionality of the system,

the correct levels of security

and automate data feeds.
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“PwC quickly understood our

objectives and exactly where we were

in terms of the application

development. PwC then leveraged

existing skills and techniques to

facilitate workshops to scope out

functional requirements and

prioritise and estimate the effort and

resource required for each step.”

Head of Project Management, IT.

The focus was to enhance subsidiary

reporting systems in order to achieve

consistency across the group and

reduce risk within the consolidation

process by automating the previously

complex task of aggregating

information.

As the teams worked together to

meet the go-live date, PwC supported

our client’s engagement of

subsidiaries and helped design and

deliver the training sessions for the

25 initial users.

Inbuilt business logic adds
intelligence and insight to
processes and analysis

PwC’s range of finance and

technology know-how was crucial to

the success of the partnership, as

they were seeking more than just

product expertise.

Not only did they have confidence

that PwC understood the particular

structures inherent in the business,

the team also added value in many

areas where they were able to add

business logic specifically tuned for

their lines of business. These ranged

from advising on how to create an

integrated management & financial

reporting system that delivered “one

version of the truth” across their

diverse systems; to the preparation of

a visually engaging board pack, to the

development of a fully automated

cash flow reporting system.

Throughout the project, PwC also

ensured that there was a high level of

skills transfer to the Group Finance

and IT teams.

PwC’s approach of building flexibility

into an implementation plan was

tested when the Group Finance team

was forced to accommodate a

significant corporate restructure

during the project. By working

together and making the right PwC

resources available and utilising PwC

tools and techniques to accelerate the

data migration process, the project

was still delivered on time and on

budget.

User feedback has been positive, as

the subsidiaries recognise the

reduction in manual effort required

and the intelligence built into the

system to react to key events within

the consolidation and reporting

calendar. However, our client feels

that the major business benefit is the

tangible reduction of risk by

eliminating manual spreadsheet

completion and consolidation

through a level of sophisticated,

intuitive automation rarely achieved

by other businesses.

Continued drive for
consistency and efficiency

Our client has now selected a new

standardised accounting system.

Oracle HFM will remain as its Group

consolidation and reporting system

and is also being evaluated for

forecasting, where it is anticipated

that it can reduce the time and effort

required in tracking project

overheads.

“If we ever want to do anything more

in the areas of consolidation and

reporting, we will definitely be

knocking on PwC’s door.”
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